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! 207. A modification of 195 by means of 21 r. A continuous rotary motion of the 
i 

two worms and worm-wheels. large wheel gives an intermittent rotary mo

tion to the pinion-shaft. The part of thei
' 

n:20S. A pin-wheel and slotted pinion, by pi ion shown next the wheel is G1t of the 

which three changes of speed can be ob- same cur\'e as the plain portion of the c i r i 
tained. There are three circles of pins of cumference of the wheel, and therefo:-e 

' 

i' ; sen·es as a lock while the wheel makes aI equal distance on the face of the pin-wheel, 
: i 

and by shifting the slotted pinion along its ! part of a revolution, and until the pin upon 

shaft, to bring it in contact with one or the I tl�eswheel strikes ths� �icle-piece upon the 
-

other of the circles of pins, a continuous r o -, pmion, when the· p1mon-shaft commences 

tary motion of the wheel is made to produce j 
I 

another revolution. 

three changes of speed of the pinion, or ·vice i 

,.'ersa. ::? 1 ::?. \Vhat is called the "Gene,·a-stop, 
used in Swiss watches to limit the numbet• 

of revolutions m winding-up ; the convex :209. Represents a mode of obtaining mo- I 
!l tion from rolling contact. The teeth are for I cun·ed part, a, b, of the wheel, B, serving as 
'.
!! making the motion continuous, or it would ! the stop. 

l cease at the point of contact shown 111 the 

I 

lI
1 figure. The forked catch 1s to guide the f :213. Another kind of stop for the same 
! 

teeth into proper contact. purpose. 

210. Ily turning the shaft carrymg the 214 and :215. Other modifications of the 

cur�ed slottec� a�m, � rectilinear m�tion of stop, the operations of �vhich will be easily
j

variable velocity 1s given to the vertical bar. understood by a comparison with 212. 
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216. The external and internal mutilated slot of the other is continually changing its I
!

CO<Y-wheels work alternately into the pinion, distance from the shaft of the latter. I
and give slow forward and quick reverse 

22r. Irregular circular motion imparted to i
I 

motion. · wheel, A. C is an elliptical spur-gear rotat- {
I217 and 218. These are parts of the same ing round center, D, and is the driver. B is 
'movement, which has been used for givino· a small pinion with teeth of the same pitch,

the roller motion in wool-combing machinet gearing with C. The center oi this pinion I
I 

The roller to which wheel, .F (218), is secured 1 is not fixed, but is carried by an arm or i'is required to n1ake one third a revolution frame which vibrates on a centc:r, A, so that 
backward, then two thirds of a revolution as C revolves the frame rises and falls to : 
forward, when it must stop until anothe-r enable pinion to remain in gear with it, not i
length of co1nbed fiber is ready for deliven·. withstanding the variation in its radius of I 

!This is accomplished by the grooved heart- contact. To keep the teeth of C and B in 
!cam, C, D, B, e (217), the stud. A, workino-; gear to a proper depth, and prevent the1n 

in  the said groove ; from C to D it move� ! from riding over each other, wheel, C, has i
i 

the roller backward, and from D to e it l attached to it a plate which extends beyond I 

moves it forward, the 1notion being trans- it and is furnished with a groove, g, h, of 
mitted through the catch, G, to the notch- similar elliptical form, for the reception of a 
wheel, F, on the roller-shaft, H. \Vhen the pin or small roller attached to the vibrating
stud, A, arrives at the point, e, in the cam, a arm concentric ,vith pinion, B. 
projection· at the back of the wheel which . . 

222. If for the eccenntnc wheel describedcarries the can1 strikes the projectinO" piece . _
of the �n the last figure �n ordinary spu�-gear movon the catch, G, and raises it out

O 

I in� on an e�centn� center of n;ot1on be subnotch in the wheel, F, so that, while the st1tuted, a s1mplne hnk connectmg_t�e cen�erstud is traveling in the can1 from e to c, the _of _the. wheel w1!h th�t o[ the puuo� w_1th 
catch is passing over the plain surface be-
tween the two notches in the wheel, F, with- ! 

wluch 1t iears will n�amta1n proper p1tchmg 
of teeth u1 a more sunple 1nanner than theout imparting any motion ; but when stud, groove.A, arrives at the part, C, the catch has 

dropped in another notch, and is again ready 223. An arrano-ement for obtaining vari
to move wheel, F, and roller as requiredn. . able circular motion. The sectors are ar-

ranged on different planes, and the relative· 219. Variable circular motion bv crown- veIoc1·ty changes accorct·mg to It 1e respective.wheel and pinion. The crown-,vheel 1s. diameters of the sectors.
placed eccentrically to the shaft, therefore
the relative radius chancres. 224. This represents an expanding pulley. 

0 

• 
On turning pinion, d, to the right or left, a 

220: The two crannk-�hafts_ are parallel 1n i similar motion is imparted to wheel, c, which,. _d1rect1on, b�t not 1� hne ,�1th each o!her. I by means of curved slots cut therein, thrusts
Thenrevolution of e1tl�er will c?mmun1c�te , the studs fastened to arms of pulley outward _motion to the other with a varying velocity J or inward thus auO"menting or diminishing
for the wrist of one crank working in th� ! the size of the pull�y. 
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arm carrying a pawl. 

229. Another varietv . 

with C, which turns loosely on F. The gear, 
D, is carried by the frame, A, which, being other is at right angles continuous motion ; 
fast on the shaft, F, is made to rotate, and is thus insured without a fly-wheel. 
therefore takes round D with it. 

t
l. 

• 

59 

j 225. Intermittent circular motion of the 
' ratchet-wheel from vibratory motion of the 

The links being in different planes, spaces 
are left between them for the teeth of the 
pulley to enter. 

226. This movement is designed to double 228. Another kind of chain and pulley. 
the speed by gears of equal dian1eters and 

•numbers of teeth-a r�sult once generally 
supposed to be impossible. Six beYel-gears 

Circular motion into ditto. The conare employed. The gear on the shaft, B, is 230. 

necting-rods are so arranged that when one in gear with two others-one on the shaft, 
pair of connected links is over the dead F, and the other on the same hollow shaft 
point, or at the extremity of its stroke, the 

E is loose 
on the shaft, F, and gears with D. Now, sup- 231. Drag-link motion. Circular motion 
pose the two gears on the hollow shaft, C,. is transmitted from one crank to the other. 
were removed and D pre\·ented from turning 
on its axis ; one re,·olution gi,·en to the gear 
o:i B would cause the frame, A, also to re-
ceive one revolution, and as this frame car
ries. with it the gear, D, gearing with E, one 
revolution would be imparted to E ; but if 
the gears on the ho!lq_w shaft, C, were re
placed, D would receive also a revolution on 
its axis during the one revolution of B, and 
thus would produce two rc,·olutions of E. 

227. Represents a chain and chain pulley. 

232. Intermittent circular motion is im
parted to the toothed wheel by vibrating the 
arm, B. \Vhen the arm, B, is lifted, the 
pawl, C, is raised from between the teeth of 
the wheel, and, traveling backward over 
the circumference, again drops between two 
teeth on lowering the arm, and draws with 
it the wheel. 

233. Shows two different kinds of stops 
for a lantern-wheel. 
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234- Represents a verge 
.
escapement. On I wheel, and C and B the pallets_ i\ 1s the l 

\ oscillating the spindle, S, the crown-wheel i axis of the pallets. 
! 
! has an intermittent rotary motion. 

23;. The oscillation of the tappet -arm pro- ! 239. An arrangemer.t r.,f stops for a spur

duces an intermittent rotarv motion of the : gear. 
,; ! 

• I 

ratchet-wheel. The small spring at the bot-i 
tom of the tappet-arm keeps the tappet in ! 

I the position shown in the drawing as the i 
1 240. Represents vaneties of stops for a 

arm rises, yet allows it to pass the teeth on · 
ratchet-wheel. 

the return motion. 

236. A nearly continuous circular n1otion : , z4r. Intermittent circular motion is im-
is imparted to the ratchet-whee l on vibratinO' , 

_ 

0 

1 parted to the wheel, A, by the continuous 
the lever, a, to which are attached the two 

1

, 

pawls, b and c. ! 
circular motion of the smaller wheel with 

· one tooth. 

237. A reciprocating circular motion of , 

the top arm makes its attached pawl pro-
242. A brake used in cranes and hoisting 

duce an intermittent circular motion of the machines. By pulling down the end of the 
crown-ratchet or rag-wheel. lever, the ends of the brake-strap are drawn 

toward each other, and the strap tightened 

238. An escapement. D is the escape- on the brake-·wheel. 

I 
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::?43. Represents a mode of transmitting ! arm is attached to and turns on the fixed 
power from a horizontal shaft to two vertical point, C. B is an ivory tracino--point and 
ones by means of pulleys and a band. 1 A the pencil. Arranged as s�own, fr we 

. ; trace the lines of a plan with the point, B, 
24+- A �y�amometer, or mstrum�nt used , the pencil will reproduce it double the size. 

for ascerta1111ng the �mount of usetu_l effect . By shifting the slide attached to the fixed 
given out by an_y motive-power. It  1s used point, C, and the slide carrying the pencil 
as follows :-A 1s a smoothly-turn_ed pulley, i along _their respecth·e arms, the proportion 
secured on a shaft as near as J?OSS1ble to the , to wluch the plan is traced will be varied. 
motive-power. Two blocks ot wood are fit- i 
ted to this pulley, or one block of wood and · 
a series of straps fastened to a band or : ::?47. A mode of releasing a sounding
chain, as in the drawing, instead of a com- wei�ht. \Vhen the piece projecting from 
111011 IJ!ock. The blocks or block and straps i the bottom of the rod strikes the bottom of 
are so arr2.nged that they may be made to : the sea, it js forced upward relatively to the 
bite or press upon the pulley b): means of i r��' and �v,_thdraws the catch from under the 
the screws and nuts on the top ot the le\·er : weight, \\ h1ch drops off and allows the rod to 
D. To estimate the amount of power trans: : be lifted without it. 
1nitted through the shaft, it is only necessarr : 
to ascertain th_e _an.1ount '.)I friction of the ; 24s. Cnion coupling. A is a pipe with a 
drum,_ A, whe1; it is 111 motion, and the nym- : small flange abutting against the pipe, C, 
ber ot re-:olutwns made. , ,:\t the_ end o_t the • with a screwed end ; n a nut ,Yhich holds 
lever, D, 1s hung a scale, I>, m which, weights ; them together. 
are placed. The two stops, C, C , are to ; 
n1aintain the le\·er as nearly as possible in a 
horizontal position. No,v, suppose the shaft ·. ::!f9· Ball-and-socket joint, arranged for 
to be in motion, the screws are to be tight- tubmg. 
ened and weights added in B, until the lever : 
takes the position shown in the drawing; at · ::?50. Anti-friction bearing. Instead of a 
the required number of revolutions. There- . shait revolving in an ordinary bearing it is 
fore the useful effect would be equal to the sometimes supported on the circumference 
product of the weights multiplied by the ve- , of wheels. The friction is thus reduc::!d to 
locity at which the point of suspensior. of the ; the least amount. 
wei,;hts would revoke if the lever were at - ; 0 
tached to the shaft. ! 251 .  Releasinrr-J1ook, used in pile-dri,·ing 

. : machines. \Vh�n the weight, \V, is suffi-
245. Bayonet joint. On turn mg the part, , ciently raised, the upper ends of the l!ooks, 

A, i t  is released fro1n the L-sh�ped slot in ; A, by which {t is suspended, are pressed in
the socket, I3, when it can be withdrawn. · ward by the sides of the slot, B, in the top 

! of the frame;  the weight is thus suddenly 
246. Represents a pantograph for copying, ! released, and falls with accu,mulating force 

enlarging, and reducing plans, etc. One : on to the pile-head. 
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I 252. A and B are two rollers which require 255. A flanged pulley to drive or be dr iven 
! to be equally moved to and fro in the slot, : by a rlat Lelt. 

C. This is accomplished by mo\"ing the · 
piece, D, with oblique slotted �rms, up and : 
down. 

2 53. Centrifugal check-hooks, for prevent-

2 56. A plain pulley for a flat belt. 

257. A concaYe-grooved pulley for a  round 
band. 

ing accidents in case of the breakage of ma- ' 
chinerv \\·hich raises and lo\\'ers \\'Orkmen I 2 53. 1\ smooth-surface Y-grooYecl pulley 

_, J I 

ores, etc., in mines. :t\ is a frame-work fixed I for a round band. 
t o  the side of the shaft of the n1ine, and : 
having fixed studs, D,  attached. The dnnn 259· A V-grooved pulley having its groove 

on ,vhich the rope is wound is provided with I notched to increase the adhesion of the 

a flange, B, to which the check-hooks are ! band· 
' 

attached. I f  the drun1 acquires a dangerous- I 
ly rapid motion, the hooks fly out by centri- i 260. A differential mo,·ement. The screw, 
fugal force, and one or other or all of them ! C, works in a nut secured to the hub of the 
catch hold of the studs, D., and arrest the ; wheel, E, the nut being free to turn in a 
drum and stop the descent of \\'hatevcr is I bearing in the shorter standard, but prevent
attached to the rope. The drum ought be- ! eel by the bearing from any lateral motion. 
sides this to have a spring applied to it, 

1 The screw-shaft is secured i n  the wheel, D. 
otherwise the jerk arising from the sudden The driving-shaft, A, carries two pinions, 
stoppage of the rope might produce worse I F and B.  If these pinions were of such 
effects than its rapid motion. size as to turn the two wheels, D and E, 

254. A sprocket-wheel to drh·e or to 
driven by a chain. 

with an equal velocity, the screw Wl'\uld re
main at rest ; but the said wheels being 

be ,
1

1 driven at unequal velocities, the screw tra
vels according to the difference o f velocity. 

- - -- -- ---' 
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26r. A combination movement, in  which . :264. Two worm-wheels of equal diameter, 
the weight, \V, mo\·es vertically with a but one having one tooth more than the 
reciprocating movement ; the dO\\·n-stroke other, both in gear with the same worm. 
be:no- shorter than the up-stroke. B is  a Scppose the first wbeel has rco teeth and 
re\·o·h·ing disk. carrying a drum which winds the second I O I ,  one wheel will gain one re
round itself the cord, D. An arm, C, is YO!ution o,·er the other during the passage 
jointed to the disk and to the upper arm, A. of 100 x IOI teeth of either wheel across 
so that when the disk revolves the arm, A, the plane of centers, or during 10,Ioo revo
moves up and down, Yibrating on the point. lutions of the worm. 
G. This arm carries with it the pulley, £ . . 

26;. \"ariable motion. If the conicaldntm 
has a regular circular motion. and the fric
tion-rolier is made to tra \·erse len�thwise. a 
variable rotary motion of the friction-roller 
will be obtained. 

Suppose we detach th_e cord from the cln1m 
and tie it to a fixed pomt, and then move the 
arm, A, up and down, the weight, \\'. \\·ill 
n1ove the same distance, and in addition the 
movement given to i t  by the cord. that is to 
sa\·, the movement will be doubled. Now 
let i.ts attach the c9rd to the drum and re-
voh·e the disk, B, and the ,vcight will move 266. The shaft has two screws of different vertically with the reciprocati:1g motion. in fi I which the down-stroke will be ;;ho:·tcr than pitr.hes cut on it, one screwing into a xec 

1 I h I • . bearing, and the other into a bearinrr free to the up-stro ,e, )ecause t e c rum 1s contmu- t I f 1, t· .-,, 1• the 
• lJ • t l· · u )  the cord . mo\·e o anc ro. ,otary mo 1011 o a, Y a ,mg I · , shaft gives rectilinear motion to the mova-

• . ' ble bearing, a distance equal to the difference :262 a�cl :263. The firSt of tl�ese )1gure� is of pitches at each revolution. an end \'Jew, and the second a side new. ot an ' 
arrangement of mechanism for obtaining a .  
series� of changes �f v�locity and dire�tion. i 267. Friction pulle\·. When the rim turns 
D is a screw on wh1�h 1s p)a�ed eccentnc�lly in the opposite direction to the arrow, it 
the cone, B, and C 1s a inction-rollcr which rri,·es motion to the shaft bv means of the 
is  pressed_ aga_inst the cone by_ a spring �r , pivoted eccentric arms ; but when it turns 
weirrht. Contmuous rotary motion. at a uni- : in  the direction of the arrow the arms turn 

i:- • f l  D . I ' ' form velocity, o _t 1e sere\�-, , carrymg t 1� ; on their pi,·ots and the shaft is at rest. The 
eccentric cone. gn·es a series of chang-es ol : arms are held to the rim bv sprin«s. 
\'elocitv and direction to the roller, C. It , · 0 

will be' understood that during- e,·erv revolu- : 
tion of the cone the roller would press : 268. Circular into reciprocating motion 
against a different part of the con_e. and_ that by n1eans of a crank and oscillating rod. 
it would describe thereon a spiral ot the , 
same pitch as the screw, D. The roller, C, ( 
would receiYe a reciprocating motion, the :269. Continued rectilinear moYement of 
movement in one direction being shorter the frame with mutilated racks gi\·es an 
than that in  the other. ' alternate rotary motion to the spur-gear. 

I 
; ' • ·; I 

q 
: l I ' 

. I ' 

: I ' 
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270. Anti-friction bearing for a pulley. the bar. The cam is of equal diameter in 
: every direction measured across its center. 

27 r .  On vibrating the lever to which the , 
' two pawls are attached, a nearly continuous l 277. Col. Colt's invention for obtaining 

rectilinear motion is given to the ratchet- , the 1novcment of the cylinder of a revolving 
I , 

bar. _ ;  fire-arm by the act of cocking the hammer. 
I As the hammer is drawn back to cock it, the 

272. Rotary motion of the beveled disk ; dog, a, attached to the tumbler, acts on the 
cam gives a reciprocating rectilinear motion l ratchet, b, on the back of the cylinder. The 
to the rod bearing on its circumference. ! clog is held up to the ratchet by a spring, c. 

' 
I 
I 

273. Rectilinear into rectilinear motion. ) .., 
8 C R O . , r • r · th ) !at-1 -7 . . . hs s sa1et)-stop 1or e I 

\Vhen the rods, A and B, are brought to- i r f 1 . . A the i 1orm o a 101st1ng apparatus. are 
crether the rotls, C and D, are thrust further ; . . 1 l B . 1 art "' ' I stationary upng us, anc 1s t 1e upper p 
apart and vice versa. I . 1 ' of the platform workrng between t 1em. 

274. An engine-governor. The rise and 
fall of the balls, K, are guided by the para-
bolic cun·ed arn1s, B, on which the anti
friction wheels, L, run. The rods, F, con-
necting the wheels, L, \\"ith the sleeve move 
it up and down the spindle, C, D. 

The rope, a, by which the platform is hoisted, 
is attached by a pin, b, and spring, c, and the 
pin is connected by two elbow levers with 
two pawls, d, which work in ratchets secured 
to the uprights, A. The weight of the plat
form and the tension of the rope keep the 

275. Rotary 1notion of the worm 
rectilinear motion to the rack. 

pawls out of gear from the ratchets in hoist
ing or lowering the platform, but in case of 

gives a I the breakage of rope the spring, c, presses 
down the pin, b, and the attached ends of 
the levers, and so presses the pawls into the 

276. Continuous rotary motion of the cam ratchets and stops the descent of the pht-
gives a reciprocating rectilinear motion to form. 

·-- - , ___ ____ .... _ . .  
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279. Crank and slc;>tted cross-head, with : 2S3. Dy a vibratory motion of the handle 
Cl2.yton'� sliding _journal-box . applied to the I motion is communicated by the pinion t� 
crank-wnst. This box consists of t\YO ta- . the racks. This is used in  workin,r small 
per lining pieces and_ t\\'O taper gibs adjust- : air pumps for scientific experiments."' 
able bY screws, which sen·e at the same ! 
time to tighten the box on the wrist and to 

:

I set it out to the slot in the cross-head as the , 284. Represents a feecl_1ng apparatus for 
box and wrist wear. I the bed of a sawing machine. By the rC\'O• 

I Jution of the crank at the lower part of the 
280. A m<;>de of w_orkin.� a windlass. B y : figure, a_lternate motio:1, is communic�ted _ to  

the alternatmg motion ot the lon" hand- . the horizontal arm ot the bell-crank lc\(:r 
lever to the ri'ght, motion is commii'.nicated : \Yhose fulcrum is at a, near �he top left-h.!nd 
to the short }eyer, the encl of which is in . �orner of t�1e figure. By this means motH)n 
immediate contact with the rim of the , 1s c�mmumcat�d to the catch attach�d to the 
wheel. The short lever has a very limited i v ertical �rm ot the_ leYer, and the said catch 
motion upon a pin, which i s  fixed in a block i commumcate� m?t10� to. the ratchet-,�'h_ecl, 
of cast-iron, which is made \\'ith two jaws. , upon_ the_ shalt of which 1s a toothed �m1on! 
each haYino- a flancre pro3·ectinrr inward in : workmg m the rack attached to the side ol c "' 0 "' · t' · Tl r I · · 1 b contact \Yith the inner surface of the rim of : . 11e carnage. 1e 1eec 1s vanea y a  screw 
the wheel. By the upward motion of the , tn the bell-cr2.nk lever. 
outward e�d .of the short lever, the rim of I 
the wheel 1s  3ammed between the end of the . 235. Is the moYable head of a turning 
le,·er and the flanges of the block, so as to , lathe. Bv turninrr the "·heel to the rio-ht, 
cause fr�ction sufficient to turn the wheel by ; motion is' commu;icated to the screw, pro: 
�he further upward mo,·ement of the lever. , clucing rectilinear motion of the spindle in 
The backward mo,·ement of the ,vheel is ' the encl of which the center is  fixed. 
prevented by a common �atchet-wheel an_d j 
pawls ; as the short lever 1s pushed down 1t \ Q6 T d l'f ,. k' t f h wheel and slides freel ove · ; 20 · • oe an 1 t�r ior wor ·mg puppc rees t e 

. 
Y r it. ! valves 1n steam engmes. The cun·ed tee 

8 Tl l t. of ti d' k tl : on the rock-shaft operates on the lifter· at -
2 1 .  1e reYo u 1011 1e  1 s  causes 1e 1 d . . 

l I · l t t 'b ·at b th • 
, tac 1e to the hfting:-rocl to raise the Ya!vc. ever at t 1e ng 1 o YI I e y e pm mov- : � 

ing in the groove in  the face of the disk. i 
I 237. Pickerin<Y's governor. The b11l� ar� 

282. By the revoiution of the disk in which · attached to spriri,,.s the upper end of each of 
is fixed a pin working in a slot in the upright . which is attached to a collar fixed on the � � I bar which turns on a center near the bottom, . spindle. ancl the lower encl to a collar on the 
both ends of the bar are made to traverse, ; sliding; slee\·e. The springs yield in a proper 
the toothed sector producing alternate recti- ; degree to the centrifugal force of the balls, 
linear motion in the horizontal bar at the · and raise the sleeve ; and as the centrifugal 
bottom, and also alternate perpendicular i force diminishes, they draw the balls toward 
motion of the weight. i the spindle and depress the sleeve. _ __ _J 
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2S8 and 2S9. The former is what is termed a . balance-wheel the force lost during a vibration. 
recoil, and the latter a repose or d,·ad-b,:af .:scape- · It will be understood that only at one point is the 
ment for clocks. The same letters of reference free movement of balance opposed during an os
indicate like parts in b?th . . The anchor, H, L, '. cillation. 
K, is caused, by the o�c1llation of the penclukm, j 
to vibrate upon the axis,':- . Between the two ex- i 292. Stud escapement, usec\ m large clocks. 
trcmities, or pallets, H, K, 1s placed the escape• l One pallet, B, works in front of the wheel and 
wheel, A, the teeth of which come alternately r the other at the back. The studs are arranged 
a"ainst the outer surface of the pallet, K, and in- '. in the same manner, and rest alternately upon 
11�r surface of pallet, H. In 289· these surfaces · the front or back pallet. As the cun·e of the 
are cut to a curve concentric to the axis, a;  con- ! pallets is an arc described from F, this is a repose 
sequently, during the time one �)f the teeth is i or d,·ad-beat escapement. 
against the pallet the wheel remarns perfectly at I 
rest. Hence the name n:J:o!,: or d,:ul-bi:at. In 1 293. Duplex escapement, for watches, so called 
288 the surfaces are of a d1ffereent lorm, not ne- i from partakinrr of the characters of the spur and 
cessary to explain, as i� car� be under.stood that ! crown wheels."' The axis of balance carrie? pallet, 
any form no� concent�1c with the axis, ".• must i B, which at e\·ery oscillatirm receives an impulse 
produce a slight recoil of the wheel dunn� the ; from the crown teeth. In the axis, A, of balance
escape of the tooth, and hence the term rec01! es- i wheel is cut a notch into which the teeth round 
capcment. On the pallets leaving teeth, _a_t each ! the edge of the wheel successively fall after each 
oscillation of the pendulum, the cxtremtt1es of : one of the crown teeth passes the impulse pallet, 
teeth slide along the surfaces, r, ,,, and ,/, b, and ! ll. 
gire sufficient impulse to pendulum. 

I A h k. d f l I , 294 and 295. A cylinder escapement. 294 
290. not er ·111 0 penc u um escape- shows the cylinder in perspecth·e, and 295 shows 

ment. I part of the escape-wheel on a large scale, and re-
29 r. Arnold's chronometer or free escapement, presents the different positions taken by cyl

sometimes used in watches. A spring, A, is fix- inder, A, B, during a.n oscillation. The p�ll�ts, 
eel or screwed against the plate of the watch at b. a, b, c, on the wheel rest alternately on the 1!1s1de 
To the under side of this spring is attached a and outside of cylinder. To the top of cylmder 
small stop, d, against which rest successi\·ely the ; is attached the balance-wheel. The wheel pallets 
teeth of the c;;cape-wheel, B ;  and on the top of i are beveled so as to keep up the impulse of b!ll• 
spring is fixed a stud, i, holding a lighter and ' ance by sliding against the be\·eled edge of cyhn
more flexible spring which passes under a hook, der. 
/.•, at the extremity of A, so that it is free on being 
depressed, but in rising would lift A. On the 296. Lever escapement. The anchor or piece, 
axis of the balance is a small stud, a, which I B, which carries the pallets, is attached to lever, 
touches the thin spring at each oscillation of b:il- I E, C, at one end of which is a notch, E. On a 
ance-wheel. \Vhen the movement is in the direc- ·

1 

disk secured on the arbor of balance is fixed a 
tion shown bv the arrow, the stud depresses the small pin which enters the notch at the mic\dle 
spring in pas5ing, but on returning raises it and I of each vibration, causing the pallet to enter in 
the spring, A, and stop, d, and thus allows one l and retire from between the teeth of escape-wheel 
tooth of escape-wheel to pass, letting them fall The wheel gi\·es an impulse to each of the pallets 
immediately to arrest the next. At the same alternately as it leaves a tooth, and the le\:er 
time that this tooth escapes another strikes gives impulse to the balance-wheel in opposite 
against the side of the notch, g, and restores to I directions alternately. 
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297. An escapement with a lantern wheel. face of D are concentric with the axis on 
I 

) 

A.� arm, A, carries the two pallets, B and C. , which the pallets vibrate1 tnd hence there 
is no recoil 

An old-fashioned watch escapement. : 

304. Pin-wheel escapement, somewhat 

resemblinrr the stud esca1)ement shown by 299. An old-fashioned clock escapement. i 0 

i 292. Th'.! p1:1s, A, B, of the escape-

; wheel are of two different forms, uut the 
: 
: form of those on the right side is the best. 

300 and 3or. A clock or watch escape- , 

l 
. f 1 . 

l 
i One advantage of this kind oi escapement n1ent ; 300 )emg a ront e evahon, anc 301 · 

� Th 11 . is that if one of the pins is damaged it can 
a side elevation. e pa et 1s acted upon . 

easily be replaced whereas if a tooth 1s 
by the teeth of one and the other of two , ' 

: damaged the whole wheel is ruined. 
escape-wheels alternately. 

302. Balance-wheel escapement. C is  the • 305. A single-pin pendulum escapement. 

balance ; A, 13, are the pallets ; and D 1s . The escape-wheel is a very small disk with 

the escap e -wheel. single eccentric pin ; it makes half a revolu

tion for every beat of the pendulum, giving 

the impulse on the upright faces of the pal-

303. A dead-beat pendulum escapement. : lets, the horizontal faces of which are dead 

The inner face of the pallet, E, and outer : ones. This can also be adapted to watches. 
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